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roofs of copper tile. Among the structures, the Inner and Outer
Palaces were the largest buildings.
The Saionji group was to arrive at the East Vestibule of the Outer
Palace. This was designated for the passage of government officials and
prospective appointees, while the South Vestibule connected directly
with the Main Gate, or Niju-bashi, Double Bridge, was the entrance
for the diplomatic corps and the Emperor and Empress.
The Outer Palace embraced nearly twenty large halls and rooms.
The Seiden was the place where all the ceremonial functions of State
were performed. This Hall, one of the largest and most luxuriously
decorated buildings, was seventy feet long and fifty-six feet wide and
surrounded on three sides by wide corridors with glass windows.
Among the features were the tall wooden pillars placed fourteen feet
apart covered with heavy dark brown velvet tapestries, large chande-
liers hanging from the coved brightly colored ceiling and the floor
artistically laid over with hardwood. A pair of the golden Imperial
thrones with the crests of the sixteen-petal chrysanthemum stood near
the north end of the Hall.
Besides the Seiden there were the Homei Hall, Phoenix Hall, where
nowadays the usual appointment ceremonies are conducted, the Pau-
lownia Hall where the Empress held her Audiences, and the Bamboo
Hall.
The Saionji party approached the buildings on the higher ground.
Ahead on the right and left the tips of the Fukiage forest showed
through a thin veil of purple mist.
From the early days of Edo Castle the Terrace had been famous for
its flowers and preserved monuments, its ponds and waterfalls. There
between the forests were many acres of flat space for general horticul-
ture and bridle-paths.
In the wooded section was a group of 'Three Sacred Palaces' and
several other small buildings housing the historic relics of Emperor
Meiji's reign. The Waterfall Arbor, the Spring Arbor, and the Ancient
Arbor could be seen through the columns of cryptomaria, pine and
other trees.
Saionji meditated while the passage ahead was being cleared.
The gnarled branches of the old pine trees on the side of the road
stretched out to him like an old man's arms; the whispering winter
wind, piercing through the pines and leafless trees to his eats, sounded
like congratulations from die sky on his ascendance to power; the
cold, grayish, heavy stones, lying still for hundreds of years in the

